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Main ideas 

Weighted finite state machines and weighted  
    transductions. 
 
Vector representation of speech signal: 
    each 10 ms snippet of sound is represented by  
    a vector of floats. 
 
Multivariate gaussian distributions characterize  
    the sounds (vectors) that can be emitted from 
    a state. 
 
 
 
 
       
   





Instead of multiplying 
probabilites, add 
negative log 
probabilities. 
 
w(aa) =  ? 

Machines with negative log weights 



Openfst command line programs 



Yesno problem 
 

 Two “sentences” 
   sil yes sil 
   sil no sil 

 
(play some) 
 







Signal file is a sequence of numbers 



It is converted to a vector representation with lower 
time resolution, but multiple dimensions. 

First two mel frequency cepstral coefficients,  
with 100 frames/second. 



Vocabulary represented by state machine 



With log weights 



Three words 



Emitting vectors 
 
States (here no1) come with a multivariate 
gaussian distribution which can produce 
any vector, but with different probabilities.  



The probability distribution is 
determined means and 
standard deviations. 



      no1    no2       no3       no4   

      yes1   yes2       yes3         yes4  



In each temporal frame, find the cost (negative log probability) of emitting the 
vector for that frame from each of the twelve states. Assemble the costs into a 
weighted fsm labeled with word parts. 



This machine should be parsed (transduced) into one of  
the three sentences, by preferring a parse with minimal const. 





Compile machine representing costs for word-parts in each frame. 
 
Set of weighted strings, in the vocabulary no1, yes1, sil1, ... 
 



Compose SOU with the the machine WORD3 that represents all 
three-word sequences.  WORD3 has word-parts on the upper side, 
and words on the lower side. 
 
SOU .o. WORD3  
 

 .o.   

 = machine with 4796 states and  
   10153 arcs. 
 
The number of paths is huge. 



Restrict on the lower side to the set of target sentences UTT. 
 
SOU .o. WORD3 .o. UTT  
 

 .o.   

 .o.   



Find the path with minimum cost and print it. 
 





Why were these a help? 

Weighted finite state machines and weighted  
    transductions. 
 
Vector representation of speech signal: 
    each 10 ms snippet of sound is represented by  
    a vector of floats. 
 
Multivariate gaussian distributions characterize  
    the sounds (vectors) that can be emitted from 
    a state. 
 
 
 
 
       
   



HTK (Entropic/Microsoft)   Compute MFCC, estimate acoustic and  
   word models. 

 
Matlab  Evaluate gaussian distributions. 
 
Openfst (Google) Computations with weighted transducers. 
 
Python+Awk  Glue. 




